. In this paper we study properties of VZ(p) which unlike V o k (p) contains functions whose boundary rotation is not necessarily bounded. A function / belongs to Vl(p) if and only if p and a as above. When p = 0, we obtain the class of functions f(z) for which zf'(z) is α-spirallike, which has been studied by M.S. Robertson [10] , Libera and Ziegler [6] , Bajpai and Mehrok [2] , and Kulshrestha [5] . The case when k -2 but p and a are not zero has been studied by Chichra 
From Paatero's representation theorem for functions with bounded variation [8] , we obtain the following representation. THEOREM 
f(z) is in V£(p) if and only if there exists a function ψ(θ) with bounded variation on
[0, 2π] satisfying condition (1.2) and f\z) -exp -(1 -p)e ίa cosa [ 2π π log (1 -ze iθ )dψ(θ)} .
THEOREM 2. f(z) is in V£(p) if and only if
(A) there exist starlike functions S lt S 2 such that f'(z) = rrJ z J (1-p)e i a cosα (B) there exist a-spiral functions T lt Γ 2 such that ΓΓtCg) T +21/4 ' L 2J J VT 2 (z) Ύ k - 2)/4 (C) there exist functions L lf L 2 in F 0 2 (0) such that (D) there exist functions H u H 2 in V o z (p) such that J Proof.(
2* Properties of functions in V£(
p)+ COROLLARY 1. Suppose f(z) = z + a 2 z 2 + is in V£(p). Then \a 2 \ ^ k(l -p)
cos a/2, and this bound is sharp.
Proof. It is well known that if g ύ is in F 0 *(0), then |#"(0)j k , so the result follows directly from Lemma 3. This bound is sharp for the function
is the derivative of a function in Vό'(p). Hence
is the derivative of a function in V£(p).
tecOBe is in Va(p) also, with \a\ < 1 and |«| < 1. Then
Replacing a by z, using Corollary 1 of Theorem 2, and multiplying through by \z\, we have
Ahlfors' univalence criterion [1] , with c = 2(1 -p)e~ί a cos a, shows that / is univalent in E when 0 < fc(l -p) cos α <; 1.
COROLLARY 1. If f(z) is in F« (0), / is univalent in E whenever
ήs simplifies and improves bounds previously published for this class [7] . COROLLARY 
// f(z) is in V Q k (p), then f is univalent in E for (2.2)
p :> Azil . Hence g{z) is in V£(p) and, from an earlier result due to Royster [11], will not be univalent in \z\ < 1 when \μ + 1| > 1 and |j" -1| > 1. The first condition requires that
Previously, it was shown in [9] that f is univalent for p ( fc + l)/(fc + 2). COROLLARY 3. // f(z) is in VZ(ρ), then f(z) is univalent in E when
while the second condition simplifies to
We may use these conditions to analyze the nonunivalence of functions in subclasses of V£(p) which have been previously studied. When p = 0, the conditions defined by (2.1), (3.3) and (3.4) appear in Fig. 1 . All functions in V£(0) with k and a corresponding to points in region 1 are univalent, by (2.1). In region 3, (fc + 2)cosα/ 4 > 1 and condition (3.4) is satisfied for all k > 6 when 0 < cos a <i/8/2; for τ/8/2 ^ cos a < 1, (3.4) is equivalent to k > 6 -4[4 cos 2 a -3] 1/2 /cos a. When #(z) defined by (3.1) is chosen so as to correspond with points in region 3, it will not be univalent. When k and a correspond to points in region 2, it is an open question whether such / in V,?(0) will be univalent. Fig. 2 is the corresponding diagram for univalence in the class Vl\p). Region 1 depicts inequality (2.2) , and all functions g defined by (3.1) with fc, p satisfying (3.2) for a -0 are univalent in |^|<1. Conditions (3.3) and (3.4) require that p < (k -10)/(fc + 2), and for these values of p and k (in region 3), g(z) will not be univalent. 
